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Help Stop New AES Power Plant
Ms. Kelly,
I received the below e/mail from my neighbors (McDougles) who asked that I forward it on to you.
Thank you.
Please read and record their comments below:
Kelly Charles
______________________________________________________________________________
To whom it may concern:
As a property owner in direct proximity to the AES power plant I have a humble voice I wish to express in direct
opposition.
The infrastructure is a dinosaur. The legacy of the use case dates back to when US citizens placed little value to their
waterfronts as used them to harbor utility services, evacuate waste, and maintain bone-yards of broken and
crumbling equipment.
Conscious communities have changed their attitudes regarding their waterfronts and now treat them with respect and
sacred regard.
As the of a result, what once were backwater harbors for waste and neglect have become highly acclaimed
attractions that benefit the surrounding community, region, and visitors from afar.
Pikes place in Seattle used to be rows of unoccupied ramshackle buildings and is now a destination of national
acclaim.
Monterey’s Cannery row used to be just that. It now features scenic walkways, waterfront dining and an
internationally acclaimed aquarium.
Even smaller communities like Boise Idaho have pulled the old tires and rusted cars out of the rivers to reclaim their
precious resource.
I will be lending my voice to contribute to a community consciousness that establishes a use case for this property
that is respectful of the precious waterfront resource and advances community and public interests consistent with
that objective.
Best Regards,
KC and Pamela McDougle

